
Here is my personal analysis on the project [SATOSHI BREWERY] - Craft Brewery [THE FIRST 

BREWING TOKEN] 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2329964.msg23691152#msg23691152 

All information provided here has been collected from shared resources and using official 

team’s answers in telegram group and forum. You can check any of the statement mentioned in 

this document. My goal is just to show you all information about project consolidated in one 

place. I do not want to say anything good or bad about project. In the end of this document 

you will find my personal conclusion but I am not an expert! Nobody pay me for this document 

and nobody asked me to prepare it!!! 
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Project has been announced on October 12 in Russian thread 

 

And on October 28 for English-reading auditory thread.  

Domain satoshibrewery.com has creation date 2017-09-25 (17 days before announce in RU thread). 

 

Project offers ICO with tokens which will be used to pay dividends to token holders. That means that this 

token should falls under regulation of SEC in USA.  



Official answer of the project developers on the question about status of the token is that they avoid 

jurisdiction of all countries which have strong regulation of such tokens and countries where status of the 

token is undefined. 

 

Jurisdiction of the token is Republic of Seychelles also known as offshore.  

Developers plan to list their token on such exchanges as - HitBTC; Bitshares; YoBTC.  

 

 

Developers do not care about status of the token and do not see any troubles to list their token on 

exchanges mentioned above. Also, Developers confirms that they don’t relate status of SBL token to 

security. “Right now token SBL does not have security status” 



 

 

To pay dividends developers register offshore company which will be used to pay dividends. Russian 

company and offshore company will have loan agreement to transfer income from Russia to offshore and 

then to pay dividends to token holders. 

Offshore company has been registered on 18 May 2017. 

PATTON DYNAMICS LIMITED 

 

 

 



Developers confirms that they do not buy offshore company and this company has been registered by 

them.  

 

 

Russian company has been registered on 2 November 2017. 

 

 

 

 



Russian Company authorized capital (it is used to open any LLC in Russia and usually it is 10000-20000 of 

Russian rubles which is ~200$) is 1 000 000 Russian rubles (18000$). 

Developers mentioned local address 183034, 7 Domostroitelnaya street, Murmansk, Murmansk region, 

Russian Federation and confirmed it.  

 

 

 

 

But at the same time, they do not have officially registered contract to rent the office and building which 

they are talking about. 



 

You should know, that in Russia rent contract is required to register LLC.  



 

Developers shared “Contract of Intentions on design, manufacturing, delivery and installation 

brewery with ZIP Technologies” located in Hungary.  

 

 

 

 

 



This contract has spelling mistake 

 

 

  



Team wants to rise 200k$ on pre-ICO and 7.2m$ on ICO 

 

 



Interesting, that team does not provide any documents about construction budget. They estimate “The 

Repair Works In The Premises” as 1167000$ but do not pointed out why do they need such amount.  

 

No documents provided. 

In the WP and other shared resources, I did not find any documents which allow me to understand why 

developers need 200k$ on marketing. Also, did not find documents which describe equipment estimated in 

5m$. 

Team demonstrates very polite communication in telegram and on forum bitcointalk. Team has nice and 

cute white paper which has nice pictures and design. 

 



Conclusion.  

Facts as: 

- Really big authorized capital of the new LLC registered without visible justification  

- Contract on intentions with equipment seller 

- Nice designed white paper without detailed information about amount wanted 

- Draft rent contracts 

- Offshore company which registered 6 months before company in Russia 

- Name of the “Bitcoin developer” in the brewer company 

- Little-age domain of the main resource 

- Big exchanges names mentioned 

- Documents provided by the team do not put any responsibility on the team and do not say almost 

nothing  

demonstrate me sweet in a beautiful wrapper and good preparation in the virtual world to show nice 

pictures and almost nothing in the real world. Team just has an idea and wants more than 7m$ to realize 

the idea in the real world and just 5! month from December to May to start a BEAR FACTORY. 

 

 

 

 


